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has led Knesset members from the opposition Labor and Yahud parties to call for opening negotiations with the Palestinians, in order to implement the Israeli withdrawal from Gaza
and kick-start peace negotiations. There are even calls from
the right to freeze the disengagement plan until the situation
settles in the territories.

Bush or Kerry: War or Peace
Faced with this unfolding crisis, only the intervention of
the President of the United States could create a new reality.
If that new President is a re-elected George W. Bush, then a
new war is assured, this time with Israel’s participation in
attacks on Syria and Iran. With Bush as President, even a new
Israeli-Egyptian war cannot be excluded.
A Bush victory, without doubt, will lead to the strengthening of the neo-cons and an even stronger support for the fanatics in Israel, be they of the Sharon or Netanyahu factions. The
chaos that would follow the passing of Arafat, could very
easily be folded into a war scenario, where Israeli would
launch attacks on Syria and the nuclear facilities of Iran—
this time, with an open endorsement, if not the open cooperation, of the Bush Administration.
By contrast, a Kerry victory would represent a potential
for a dramatic shift in U.S. policy, back to that of the Clinton
Administration, which worked closely with both the Israeli
government and the Palestinian Authority. Although this is
obviously the last thing Sharon or Netanyahu want, there
would be strong support for this among the Israeli public.
It would be hoped that Kerry would name Clinton, who is
tremendously popular within Israel, to lead a drive for peace.
The so-called “Clinton peace plan” which the former President revealed shortly before he left office, enjoys strong support both within the Israeli and Palestinian camp. Clinton’s
plan, in fact, parallels that of the Geneva Peace Initiative,
which was drafted by Israeli and Palestinian teams led by
Yossi Beilin and Yasser Abed Rabbo.
The desire by Israelis for positive intervention by whoever
is in the White House next year was expressed by Ha’aretz
commentator Gideon Samet, who wrote in an Oct. 27 commentary that, despite the Knesset vote in favor of disengagement, nothing positive will happen until the United States and
Europe pressure Israel to open negotiations with the Palestinians. Samet expressed the hope that whoever wins the U.S.
elections, that pressure for negotiations will come down.
He wrote: “In those few cases when the U.S. did push,
from evacuating Sinai in 1957 to the withdrawal from Hebron,
Israel only gained. Ever since Bush junior started playing
footsie with us, we’ve known only stupefying internal confusion. Aside from the limited disengagement, Israel has done
nothing with the freedom of action it was granted. Hello,
America. Hello Europe: Listen carefully to the distress signals
from the shaky Israeli ship. Don’t do anyone a favor. The
country’s surrender to fanaticism will also be bad news for
you.”
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Neo-Cons Threaten
The Philippines
by Michael Billington
Dana Dillon, who covers Southeast Asian military and security issues for the neo-con-friendly Heritage Foundation, was
provided space in the Wall Street Journal on Oct. 7 for a
commentary which opened a frontal assault on Philippine
President Gloria Macapagal Arroyo. This marks a dramatic
shift, since the Arroyo Administration was previously one of
the Bush Administration’s closest supporters in Asia. In 2002,
the Heritage Foundation served as midwife to a deal between
Donald Rumsfeld’s Department of Defense, and the former
Philippine Secretary of Defense, Gen. Angelo Reyes, in forging a U.S./Philippine “Defense Policy Board,” aimed at legitimizing U.S. military combat operations in the Philippines—
despite explicit restrictions against it in the Philippine Constitution.
However, President Arroyo’s decision in July 2004 to
remove the small contingent of Philippine troops from Iraq,
and her high-profile state visit to China in September, have
provoked the formerly doting neo-con crowd in Washington
to publicly declare their indignation. Dillon’s Wall Street
Journal commentary accused President Arroyo of “working
against American interests on a variety of issues.” In particular, he accuses the Philippines of “encouraging a spate of
kidnappings in Iraq,” and of “weak-kneed appeasement” for
her historic agreement with China to peacefully cooperate
in oil and gas exploration in the contested Spratly Islands
region of the South China Sea. Dillon concludes: “No negotiations with terrorists. No deals with bullies,” and suggests
that U.S. aid to the Philippines should be eliminated—or
worse.
Similar complaints, if more diplomatically expressed,
were extended from the U.S. Embassy in Manila, while retribution from Washington came in the form of cuts in promised
military and agricultural aid.

Arroyo Stands Firm
The Arroyo Administration has refused to back down to
these imperial dictates. Presidential press secretary Ignacio
Bunye said that the President’s decision on Iraq was “something that our President does not regret doing, and she is
not making any apologies.” As to the Heritage Foundation
diatribe, Bunye added: “I can see where the supposed think
tank is coming from. The bias is very obvious.” On Dillon’s
accusation of “appeasing” China, Bunye said that the deal to
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cooperate “is consistent with the declaration of the conduct
of parties in the South China Sea.”

Opposition Agrees
Sen. Aquilino Pimentel, although he is the opposition
leader in the Senate, warned on Oct. 23 that the mounting
conflict with the U.S. could result in yet another U.S.-orchestrated “regime change” in the Philippines. His warning followed the revelation by the U.S. Department of Justice that
the comptroller of the Armed Forces of the Philipines, Gen.
Carlos Garcia, had been purchasing Park Avenue real estate
in New York, and other properties around the U.S., with funds
apparently pilfered from the Army. General Garcia’s son was
caught by U.S. Customs with $100,000 in undeclared funds
in California last December, but the story was only leaked to
the Philippine press in October. “The hand of America is
here,” said Senator Pimentel, since the story was kept quiet
until after the break over Iraq, “and it is a signal to Gloria
that things are not well between the Administration and the
Americans. A weakened Presidency is always ripe for the
shoving.”
Senator Pimentel drew the obvious connection to a previous “regime change” operation in the Philippines, against
President Ferdinand Marcos in 1986, which was carried out
under the cover of “people power,” with a mass of “warm
bodies” mobilized to the streets to provide democratic cover
for the foreign-sponsored military coup. The process was repeated against President Joseph Estrada in January 2001,
which was when Arroyo was placed in the Presidency. Said
Senator Pimentel: “President Arroyo is “ripe for another people power, or worse, a coup.”

Arroyo’s Self-Destruction
Despite her defense of Philippine sovereignty in foreign
policy matters, President Arroyo has squandered the good
will she gained among her constituants after the pull-out from
Iraq, by continuing to demand deadly IMF-style austerity
measures, in a desperate and futile effort to deal with the
nation’s debt crisis. With the oil price spike sparking severe
inflation, including in food prices, the impoverished population is now facing hunger and malnutrition at catastrophic
rates—despite the fact that there are adequate food supplies
in the country. The Food and Nutrition Research Institute
reported in October that “although meat, poultry, eggs, milk,
and milk products are readily available, many Filipinos do
not have the money to buy them.” They report that 24% of
the population is undernourished, and 53% of children under
two are suffering from anemia. In addition, with over onethird of the national budget going to debt service, only 1.6%
is allocated to health services, compared to the 5% standard
set by the World Health Organization.
President Arroyo has responded to this report by allocating $100 million to a food stamp program for the poorest
regions, but has not retreated from the “pain package” (as it
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was described by her spokesman in the Congress, Rep. Jose
Salceda) against the population—a $3 billion tax and budgetcut program which will only make the suffering worse, while
not significantly lessening the debt burden. Demonstrations
against the “pain package,” and demands for the President’s
resignation, are coming from an expanding coalition of social
and political groups, while recurring rumors of possible military coups have created the environment which led to Senator
Pimentel’s warning about “another people power, or worse,
a coup.” Former President Gen. Fidel Ramos, the mastermind
of both the 1986 and the 2001 “people power” coups, is deploying his networks into the anti-Arroyo coalition, positioning himself, and his cohorts in Washington, to carry out regime change if deemed necessary.

Debt Moratorium
The Arroyo Administration is publicly sticking to the austerity program demanded by the IMF and the rating agencies
(Anglo-American enforcer Fitch Ratings recently threatened
to dramatically cut the Philippines sovereign rating, already
two notches below investment grade, if the “pain package” is
not approved by the Congress).
However, there are indications that reality is having some
impact. One source close to the government’s economic team
said that it is recognized that even if the entire “pain package”
were implemented, the debt crisis would be just as bad or
worse next year.
Secondly, the leading establishment paper, the Philippines Inquirer, ran a two-part editorial Oct. 24-5 called “Debt
Relief.” The editorial acknowledges that, with debt service
eating up the budget, “government spending is actually
smaller now than it was two administrations ago. The growing
public debt, then, may be the root of the problem.” While
carefully stating that “We do not suggest outright repudiation,
[nor a] debt moratorium,” the fact that they raised these issues
legitimizes the discussion. The editorial even goes so far as
to suggest that “some debts, such as the one incurred at grossly
disadvantageous terms to fund the Bataan Nuclear Power
Plant, qualify for it [repudiation].” This is clearly a trial balloon for the Administration.
Whether there is any solution to the Philippines crisis—
and those facing developing nations around the world—depends most immediately on the outcome of the U.S. elections.
If the neo-conservatives running the Bush-Cheney regime are
removed, then there is at least a good chance that a Kerry
Administration will confront the onrushing collapse of the
dollar-based financial system with a call for a new global
system based on the original pre-1971 Bretton Woods. In
that hopeful eventuality, a Philippine government willing to
acknowledge the failures of the past, and defend the general
welfare over the foreign debt, will be a valuable contributor
to forging a new world order.
The author can be reached at mobeir@aol.com.
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